NATHEALTH Leadership Series
- Lok Sabha Elections 2019: How healthcare has progressed in five years of Modi government (Dr. Ballal, CNBCTV18)
- Dr. H. Sudarshan Ballal was part of a CNBCTV 18 Interview Broadcast on ‘Government Performance on Pharmaceutical and Health Sector. The other panelists were Mr. Handa and Dr. Trehan (11th April, 10AM Bazaar Corporate Radar Show)

Healthcare Policy Updates
- India facing shortage of 600,000 doctors, 2 million nurses: Study
- Infrastructure or healthcare: Where did MPs spend funds in India?
- Ministry of Health calls for blocking e-cigarette maker Juul's entry into country: Report
- Health as a Poll Issue: We Need Better Reporting and Evidence-informed Narratives
- Pharma MSMEs demand guidelines for data on standard quality drugs; health ministry considering proposal
- Inside India’s ambitious effort to provide early care and education to 400 million kids
- National Medical College Network inches closer towards implementation
- Elections 2019: Bringing Mental Health Into India's Political Conversations

Healthcare Industry Overview
- These startups are bringing healthcare to rural India
- India has millions of medical records online but no law to keep the data safe
- Fortis Healthcare remains a critical asset for IHH's global plans
- DOCTOR ON DEMAND House calls make a comeback
- Health of a nation

Medtech Forum
- Medical technology start-up Inito brings health tests to your mobile phone
- 'Empathetic technology': Can devices know what you're feeling?
- Royal Philips CEO Sees Robust Environment for Medical Technology
- How can a device prevent major knee replacements? Find out in the latest Medical Technology
- HUMAN MATTERS: Worrying statistics that medical technology could address effectively
- How Can We Be Sure Artificial Intelligence Is Safe For Medical Use?
- Health care: Information tech must catch up to medical marvels

Insurance Forum
- At WHO Forum on Medicines, countries and civil society push for greater transparency and fairer prices
- Understanding the Concept of Cyber Insurance
- 42% India’s Land Area Under Drought, Worsening Farm Distress In Election Year
- Consent brokers: India’s new data-sharing model can be a game-changer but has several loose ends
- How this Hyderabad social entrepreneur is using big data to change farmers’ lives
• Tackling the high price of medicine

**Diagnostics Forum**

• Govt makes it mandatory for all medical devices to get CDSCO certification
• Forum demands priority for healthcare in manifestos
• A Step Closer to Making Medical Devices More Accessible

**Awards and Events**

- Analytica Anacon India & India Lab Expo *(16th-17th April, Mumbai)*
- Healthcare Innovation Summit *(25th April, Bengaluru)*
- Futuristic Healthcare Summit (FHS) 2019 *(26th April, Bangalore)*
- Futuristic Healthcare Summit (FHS) 2019 *(26th April, Bangalore)*
- MEDIKO Health Conference *(May 3rd- 5th, Hyderabad)*
- CRO/Sponsor Summit 2019 *(May 24th-26th, Indore)*